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are careful in their choice
of a cigarette. They say:

“CAMELS
NEVER GET ON
YOUR NERVES'

MAN THROWS

LION!

Mel

A eeveernengt

Koontz, noted lion and tiger tamer,
schools “ big cats”’ for Hollywood
films. Sketch (/e/t) shows Mel meeting the lunge of asavage 450-pound
beast. That’s where nerve-power
tells —as Mel knows! He says this:
“Camels don’t jangle my nerves—
my mind is at rest asto that! Camels
are milder— the natural mildness
that’s grown right in the tobacco.
We animal tamers stick to Camels!”

(Above) THREE TIMES
Lou Meyer won the Indianapolis auto-racing classic

—only driver in history to
achieve this amazing tripletest ofnerve control. Hesays:
“*My nerves must be every bit
as sound as the motor in my
racer. That’s why I go for
Camels. They never getonmy
nerves a bit. Camels take first
place with me for milaness!”

(Right) CRASHING A PLANE
through a house is the spectacular specialty of Stunt Pilot Frank
Frakes. And, at this writing, he’s
done it 53 times—on movie locations, at exhibitions. Time after
time, with his life actually in his
hands, it’s easy to understand
why Pilot Frakes says: ‘‘I take
every precaution to keep my
nerves steady as a rock. Naturally, I’m particular about the
cigarette I smoke. And you can
bet my choice is Camel. I can
smoke as many as I want and feel
fresh;never
abitjittery or upset.’”

(Left) THRILLING STUNTS

for the movies! Ione Reed
needs healthy nerves! Naturally,
Miss Reed chooses her cigarette with care. ‘‘My nerves.”
she says, ‘“‘must be right—and
no mistake! So I stick to
Camels. Even smoking Camels
steadily doesn’t bother my
nerves. Infact, Camels giveme
a grand sense of comfort. And
they taste so good! Stunt men
and women favor Camels.”

Camels are
a matchless blend
of finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE

TOBACCOS

PEOPLE DO APPRECIATE THE COSTLIER TOBACCOS 'N camets

=Turkish and
Domestic

THEY ARE THE LARGEST-SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA
Copyright, 1938, R. J. Reynold= Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N.C.

Meet these men who
live with tobacco from
planting to marketing—

and note the cigarette

they smoke

“Most tobacco
planters I know
prefer Camels,”

says grower
Tony Strickland, “hapatine Camel buys

Planter David
E. Wells knows
every phase of
tobacco culture
. the “inside”

“T ought to know
finer tobaccos
make finer cigarettes,’’

says

story of inte quality. “At

grower John T.
Cntauray: “T’ve been smok-

sale after sale,” he says,

ing Camels for 23 years.

the fine grades of tobacco —
my own and those of other
growers. And Camel bids

“Camel buys up my finest

Camel pays more to get my

grades at top prices.

finest tobacco—many’s the

high to get these finer lots.

natural for most planters

year. Camels are the big fa-

It’s Camels for me!”

like me to smoke Camels.”

vorite with planters here.”

It’s
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THE M. HOMMEL WINE COMPANY
SANDUSKY, OHIO
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CHAMPAGNES AND SPARKLING BURGUNDYS
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Guaranteed Naturally Fermented in the Bottle
A FULL LINE OF SWEET AND DRY WINES
The Most Complete List of Rare Varieties in America. Sold Everywhere.
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ADams 6224

The

Henry Burkhardt Packing Co.
LAUNDRY AND
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To Move A Frontier
® By Ambrose Nakao
Though the writer is not a native son,
this essay shows strikingly, and with an
insight truly profound the more abstract
significances of the current Northwest
Territory Sesquicentennial.

Introductory

ee AMLET’S problem was “To be or not to
be.” “To begin or not to begin,’’—that is
mine. Ah, what untold numbers of literary masterpieces would our libraries now treasure, were
it not for the difficulties of beginning! This isthe

reflection best calculated to dispose our minds
to read rightly the history of a “nation in the

making.”
We are all familiar with the new three-cent
stamp issued last summer by the Post Office
Department. We have also heard of the dedication by President Roosevelt of Gutzon Borg-

lum’s monument at Marietta, July 8, 1938. Perhaps some of us have been actually present at
the ceremony. But why have these things been

done? To commemorate a birth—a great birth
—the birth of a new people.
Perhaps some of our parents, and certainly

many of our grandparents recall the celebra-

I often wondered why a man celebrates his
birthday. Surely not because he was born on
that day, but because he grew since then. Mr.
Wells establishes the greatness of Christ on the
criterion: ‘““What has He left to grow?” We
may apply the same test to the achievements

of the early settlers of the Northwest. ‘““What
have they left to grow?”
Before 1788
Names decide or indicate the direction of the

flow of public sentiment.
In medieval times, a conquest was a conquest.
Thus the Normans conquered England. But as
society became more refined, “conquest” was
found to be too harsh a term. Then Poland was

“partitioned.” But the delicacy of the twentieth
century is unsurpassed. Territory is not conquered; it is annexed by the popular vote.
When a great power assumes the obligation of
controlling the foreign affairs of a lesser power,
the latter is being “protected.” But I am
rambling—and yet I am not. For a period of
well-nigh two centuries following the Revolu-

tionary War, the white man pushed his way
farther and farther towards the Great Lakes
and towards the Pacific Coast. This ‘‘Move-

ment” (call it not “Conquest’”’) was slow, pain-

tions at Columbus and Marietta in 1888. They
remember what a success the State Archaeological and Historical Society made of these
festivities at the latter town. Governor Foraker
spoke; Senator Hoar of Massachusetts likewise
;
Dr. Everett Hale delivered an address. Dr.
Lincoln Goodale of Columbus, sole survivor of
the first settlers of Marietta, was feted. And
again, why have these things been done? To

ful, and at every step, marked by acts of cruelty

commemorate a birth—a great birth—the birth
of a new people.

‘The

and bloodshed, if also, happily, by deeds of
heroism and self-sacrifice.
The Indians were victims of circumstance.
The British held the lake-posts; the Americans,
the land south of the Ohio; and the Indians
(the Shawnees, the Wyandots, the Delawares,
and the Miamis), were sandwiched in between.

British,

determined

to

preserve

their

monopoly on the fur-trade, constantly urged
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the Indians to take a hostile attitude towards

the Americans. Yet the allegiance they drew
from these savages was but lukewarm. Clark,
with 350 men, surprised the posts of Kaskakia
and Cahokia, and succeeded in inducing the
Indians to transfer their allegiance from England to America. His success was confirmed
when he secured the surrender of Hamilton at
Vincennes, February, 1779.
By 1784, the United States had assumed some
semblance of a definite nation. The weak Confederation boldly organized, by the Ordinance

of July 13, 1787, the Northwest Territory, placing it under a governor, assisted by three
judges. The vastness of this territory can easily

be conceived when we recall that the present
states of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and
Wisconsin lay within its bounds. Land speculation became the craze. In October of the same
year, Congress sold some 1,500,000 acres at
66 two-thirds cents per acre to the Ohio Company. The history of this company is an interesting one. May I tell it?
The Revolutionary War being now successfully terminated, 283 officers of the American

Army petitioned Congress for lands as recompense for the military service which they had
rendered. General Rufus Putnam fully sympathized with the petitioners, and it was largely
through his efforts that their hopes were realized. The men assembled at the Bunch of
Grapes Tavern in Boston, and organized themselves into the Ohio Company, that enterprising

group that was destined to found the first
white settlement in Ohio—Marietta. General
Putnam has well earned the title of ‘““Father of

Ohio.” But we are anticipating.
The Pioneer Forty-eight
The Ohio Company had all the land that any
company could ever care for. But as for settlers,
they could neither be bought at an auction, nor
manufactured. They must be attracted. The
medium of newspaper advertising, unfortunately, had not then attained the perfection of
efficiency that it has today. Above all, the Ohio

Company found it difficult to attract settlers
because of a resolution adopted by the organ-

ization at Boston (November 27, 1787) that
lands should be allotted to proprietors only.

oftener of making one they had never possessed.
Well, something obviously had to be done.
On the night of the 23rd of November, 1787,
the directors of the Ohio Company met, this
time at Bracket’s Tavern, Boston (whatever
their reason for not meeting at the Bunch of
Grapes Tavern, the cradle of the Company,
was, I can’t figure out, unless the place was
burnt down). Under the leadership of General
Putnam, detailed arrangements for an expedi-

tion were finally made. Forty-eight persons
were selected: General Putnam, the organizer
of the whole enterprise, four surveyors, twentytwo attendants, six boat-builders, four housecarpenters, one blacksmith, and ten common
laborers.
General Putnam wisely ordered that the
whole group should not start at once. He sent
the boat-builders first (not because he didn’t
like ’em, no!). The remainder crossed the
Alleghanies through the winter of 1787-88. In
early spring they reached the Yohiogany, where
they were delighted to rejoin their ship-building advance-guard, who had, in the meantime,
completed the construction of a boat, the
“Mayflower,” for the transportation of their
brethren to the Muskingum. On the 7th of

April, 1788, they reached the confluence of the
Muskingum and the Ohio, at which strategic,

yet beautiful site, they founded Marietta. This
name (in honor of Queen Marie-Antoinette),
however, was not given to the new settlement
until July 2, 1788. The governor appointed for
the Northwest Territory was Arthur St. Clair,
but he did not make his formal entry into
Marietta until the 15th. In the interim, the settlers chose Return Jonathan Meigs to ad-

minister the laws for them. It seems that these

pioneers were not so lawless and bloodthirsty
as pioneers often are represented to be. Isn’t

teamwork the primeval law?
The Expanding East
The “smug” East would have nothing to do
with the rough and illiterate frontier. But two
forces operated to alter this attitude. First, the
Indians perpetrated such atrocities on the set-

tlers that the East had to join the hard-pressed

West in the name of humanity. Second, the
intrinsic romance of frontier-life had an irre-

sistible appeal to the youth of the East. ‘“‘Blood’s

Now, how many of the early settlers were proprietors? The largest percentage was recruited
from among the ranks of the poor but daring,

a rover,” says Housman—and how truly!

fired with the love of adventure, and cherishing
hopes of retrieving a fortune they had lost, but

Ohio and by Boone’s old Wilderness Trail. From
November 13 to December 22, 1785, thirty-
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Settlers poured into the Northwest by the

nine boats carrying ten souls each were counted
on the Ohio. In 1787, one hundred and forty-six
boats carrying 3,196 “out-goers’”’ passed Fort

Harmar. These pioneers laid the foundations
for Kentucky whose population in 1785 was
estimated at from 20 to 30,000 souls.
Others came in by Forbes Road across the
mountains from the Susquehanna, and by Braddock’s Road from the Potomac to the headwaters of the Yohiogany and the Monongahela.
These people settled southwest Pennsylvania
and northwest Virginia.
The earlier settlers acted as purveyors for

their on-coming brethren to push the frontier
farther and farther into the wilderness, in the

face of grim Indian opposition. Some of them
built boats for descending the Ohio.
Very
flourishing boatyards thus came into existence.
Simrell’s Ferry was the one where the six boatbuilders of the Ohio Company constructed their

chiefly interested and impressed me was an
old, crumpled piece of paper whose scrawled
and half-obliterated message was neatly transcribed on a five by eight card by some freckled
stenographer.
(Of course, the freckles are

irrelevant.) It was a letter written by a dispossessed Indian chief to an influential frontiersman. It ran something like this:
“One cold winter day, you came in your

Boat, and Asked for permission to land on Our
shore, because you were so Tired. Then you
asked for a little Food because you were so

Hungry; then for a Small wigwam; then you
asked us if you may Stay with us till the
Spring. You Promised to Go when spring came

and your chillblains should be Healed. Spring
came, you Stayed, you Drove us Out.”

At the time, I altogether missed the pathos of
the message. The peculiar construction and the

original capitalization amused me. I beg the

“Mayflower,” as we have already seen. The
increasing use of the Ohio as a passage-way to

Indian’s pardon.

Kentucky added great importance to the Limestone-Lexington Road, and Limestone was settled as early as 1784.

roamed the forests and plains of their vast

Supplying the needs of the immigrants from
the East became the direct cause of prosperity
to many towns. Thus on the Ohio, Beaver,
Charlestown, West Liberty, Elizabeth, Willamstown, Neal’s Station, and Belleville were wellknown names. Along the Great Kanawha,
Charleston was not to be neglected. On the
Yohiogany, the important towns were Greensburg and Connelsville. Clarksburg, Greenboro,

New Geneva, Freeport, McKeesport, and Elizabeth figured on the banks of the Monongahela.

The frontier was pushed farther and farther
to the north and to the west. By 1820, it had

crossed the Mississippi into Missouri westward,
and in the north, it had reached the Great
Lakes. In 1850, it reached the eastern edges
of Nebraska, Kansas, and Indian Teritory. By
1880, the frontier was no longer east of the
Rockies; and by the turn of the century, the
Dakotas, northwest Nebraska, western Kansas,
Oklahoma, and the Rocky Mountain States had

been drawn into the pale of white civilization.
The Indian Opposition

No later than this past summer, I was wandering through Independence Hall, while on a
brief visit. to the historic city of Philadelphia.
Of course, I saw the Liberty Bell, as every.
decent sight-seer is expected to do, but what

From time

immemorial,

the

Indians

had

continent.
Their grandfathers’ grandfathers
called the teeming rivers their own, and the
roving herds of buffalo belonged to them. But,
farewell, Utopia! The advent of the white man
is at hand, and with it, his domination.
The Indians were victims of circumstance.
The British, absorbed in their lucrative furtrade, stopped at nothing to secure the goodwill of the Indians, and to excite their hatred

of the Americans. The result of the Revolutionary War proved disastrous to the British and
to their Indian allies. The victorious Federal
Government of the United States, by the Ordinance of October 15, 1783, declared that the

Indians had lost all title to their lands by their
adhesion to the British cause. "Twas treason!
After January 21, 1785, the power of the

white man in Ohio kept steadily on the increase.
Major John Doughty constructed Fort Harmar
at the mouth of the Muskingum. Obnoxious
surveys were carried on by Thomas Hutchins
in: spite of the strongest protests from the
Indians. But the most significant event marking
the end of Indian ascendency was the founding
of Marietta.
But the Indians were grim in their determina-

tion to vindicate their ancestral rights. Attacks,

ravages, murders, abductions of white. women
—with dogged persistence they. resorted. to

theseand otheracts. of petty. hostility that made.
Page five

frontier-life uncertain and precarious. The fate
of the settlers was in the balance until Wayne

territory, besides the roads leading to Detroit,
Chicago, Vincennes, Clarksville, and Fort Mas-

secured his victory at Fallen Timbers, August
20, 1794, avenging the name of St. Clair who
had been defeated by the Miamis in 1790. The
defeat of St. Clair had been followed by harassing raids near Marietta. In 1786, those Indian
ravages had become so fierce that a settlement
near Vincennes had to be abandoned.

sac. Annuities of $1000 were promised to each
of the tribes of the Wyandots,
Shawnees, Miamis, etc.

Delawares,

hend how the whites came by their right to
claim as their own, those lands on which he
and his ancestors had lived and died.
The

In 1809, other treaties were concluded between various chiefs and Harris at Fort Wayne.
The total extent of land ceded in these treaties
was over 3,000,000 acres. Tecumseh, an Indian
of much influence, vowed to kill with his own
hands, every cowardly chief who signed the
treaties of 1809, but his rage was futile. The
Indians were a vanishing people.

fiercest opposition had always come from the

Conclusion

The Indian had never been able to compre-

Creek and Cherokee warriors on the Coldwater
—until Robertson, with 130 men, marched on
them in June, 1787, and crushed them; but not
completely, for an Indian is not defeated until
he is killed.

And now in 1938, the American people are
celebrating the 150th anniversary of the opening of the Northwest, of the founding of the
historic settlement of Marietta, of the expansion of civilization into the forest fastnesses of
savagery, of the conquest of the red man by
the white man. One hundred and fifty years

Nor is the position of the Indian unjustifiable.
For the third time, I repeat, they were victims
of circumstance. Whatever treaties had been
concluded between them and the _ whites
(1785-6) invariably proved fruitless, each accusing the other of violations and evasions.
Cornplanter, an Indian chief, even. desired
peace, but his cause was frustrated by his own
confreres who were egged on by the British
(Simon Girty, Elliot, Caldwell, etc.) to oppose
the advance of the American frontiersmen.

The Federal Government, on their side, went
so far as to destroy the cabins of over-zealous
pioneers to placate the Indians, but the Indians
proved ungrateful. They insisted on war.
A Grand Federation of the Indians of the
Northwest had been formed as early as Sep-

tember, 1783. But this union was only a sham.
The Indians could not agree among themselves.
Internal dissensions foredoomed the Federa-

ago, the Mississippi was the western boundary
of the United States. Today, the Star Spangled
Banner waves over the fortifications of Hawaii.
One hundred and fifty years ago, cumbersome
ox-carts lumbered along devious mountain
passes and across desert plains. Today, com-

fortable trains drawn by powerful locomotives
hurtle through space from coast to coast. One
hundred and fifty years ago, anxious mothers
and wives waited for endless weeks for a letter
from the “frontier.’”’ Today, a network of wires,
cables, air-mail lines, and radio-waves bind the
West to the East. One hundred and fifty years
ago, ferocious Indians tomahawked the settlers
and carried off their wives. Today, they are
domiciled in government-protected reservations,
where they lead an emasculated existence,

woolen blankets slung over their brown shoulders, and horn-rimmed spectacles perched on

tion to an early disruption. Team-work is the

their noses. And so, this is the triumph of

primeval law. The Wyandots quarreled with

the Delawares. The Iroquois split among themselves.

_

Under the existing circumstances, defeat was
inevitable for the Indians.

Their craftiness,

their familiarity with the soil, and their peculiar

civilization? Indeed it is!
_

Tradition must yield to civilization, custom

to invention. It is the people with an obsessing
past that is doomed. But America is making her
past. She is even now weaving the fabric of
her history. The hope of a nation is her youth.

methods of warfare, could protract the struggle,

The salvation of an old nation lies in her resur-

but were unable to ensure the final repulsion
of the white advance.

rection. The Sesquicentennial reminds America

Wayne’s victory at Fallen Timbers was followed by the treaty of Greenville. The stipula-

tions provided the ceding to the whites of
approximately 25,000 square miles of Indian
Page six

of her youth and of her capabilities. Let it be
the signal of resurrection for the Indians to a
new life attuned to the civilization of the
twentieth century, and enriched and enhanced
by the fruits and promises of that same

civilization.

Hurry Up And Wait
@ By Donald J. Coan

hall brawl. Bill Schroeder wasn’t satisfied until
he looked like he had been hit with a fragmentation bomb.

It was hot and dusty at Camp Knox but
the boys had a wonderful time.

Tar scrambled-up title to this little narrative is just about a synthesis of six hectic
weeks at Fort Knox, Ky., with our now Senior
officers. According to Army Regulations, etc.,
it is necessary that all Advanced Course Re-

After the rifle came the howitzer weapons
of the infantry, the 37 mm and the 38-inch

Trench Mortar. And it was here that we had
one of our best days. The ear-splitting crack

of the 37 mm and the chugging swish of the

serve Officer’s Training Corps men take a six
weeks training camp at their Corps Area camp,

mortar were sweet music to our ears as we
destroyed targets from Maine to California

and so 26 of our now so smartly uniformed
Seniors spent half of their summer in not so
snappy uniforms and acting not at all like dignified Seniors to be.
I’m inclined to think I’m sticking my neck out
in assuming responsibility for this little travelogue, because I can think of several men who
would like nothing better than to rant and roar
over two pages of this magazine about dear
Fort Knox, even though it meant hanging from
the gallows for treason.

both literally and figuratively speaking.

To get into our sad tale, it all began on Sun-

day, June 19, when, after riding through miles
of practically uninhabited territory, we spotted
a sight that was soon to become all too familiar,
army barracks and mud. Of course it was raining (it rained practically every week-end).
With customary Army efficiency (???) we
were rushed through a registration, a physical

Meanwhile we had been going through the
regular routine of an army camp with varia-

tions. Up at dawn to the accompaniment of a
blood-curdling “‘Hi-Yo Silver,” courtesy of the
Indiana boys, and in bed at 10 P. M. with the
ringing cry, ““‘What have we got for Indiana?”
In between times we worked, ate the best meals

this side of home, wrote our daily letter to the
“Girls We Left Behind Us” and our weekly
letter home telling Mom and Pop how brown
we were getting, but not how many times we
were soaked to the skin turning out at all hours
of the night in the pouring rain to let down
tent sides and loosen guy ropes. Ah! Sweet
curses—I beg your pardon—sweet memories.

in

Then came those never-to-be-forgotten weeks
when we did nothing but attack Roosevelt
Ridge. Every day, rain or shine, we would

khaki, which included three uniforms, a field

march, then creep, then crawl, then squirm,

hat, breeches, puttees, two pairs of shoes guar-

and finally on the run chase the enemy once
more off Roosevelt Ridge. After awhile it became sort of an Alamo or Alcazar, in other

examination,

and

a

complete

outfitting

anteed to weigh at least five pounds each, the
hated blue denims, and a raincoat.

words, you just couldn’t capture it. Frontal
The next morning, and for that matter, every

attacks, flank attacks, counter-attacks, by day

morning, we were up at 5:30 A. M. and off to

and by night, with dust a foot thick and with
dust only a half a foot thick. My aspiring young

the wars. During our first two weeks we studied
(and carried) the Infantry Pack, Guard Mounting, and Rifle Marksmanship. To us it seemed

generals, it is a wonderful life if you live long
enough to be a general. I’m sure there isn’t one

as if we shot the rifle practically morning, noon,

of that brave and hardy crew that doesn’t know

and night. And let me tell you something, my

every foot of that hallowed shrine. (Phooey!)

undergraduate Robert Taylors, if you want to
keep that Grecian profile, then stay away from
the .30 caliber rifle, or at least don’t try to stop
the recoil with your face. There were quite a
few of us that looked like we’d been in a dance

Chiggers, mosquitoes, spiders, briars, poison
ivy, dust, sweat,—but doggone it, we did take

Roosevelt Ridge. (Some consolation.) Well do
we remember the night we lay in fox holes dug
Page seven

with our own blistered hands. There was a full
Kentucky moon and we felt anything but

not muscle—and then—the band began to

ferocious but there we lay with tensed nerves
awaiting a night attack. That was-the night
Bernie Hollenkamp stopped an enemy trench

blare of trumpets and the rattle and boom of

-mortar shell (a rock to you) with his head.
We spent two days after that on the Pistol

Range with the cantankerous .45 caliber pistol.
If there ever was a stubborn piece of machinery, that’s it. You’d swear on a stack of Bibles,
that you had a Bull’s Eye, and then you’d see
- the dust kick up about two feet away from the
target. Very exasperating.

play. It was magic in the guise of music. The
drums transformed that group of beaten men

into world-beaters. That slow painful tread
became the quick measured step of marching
feet. Shoulders bent with fatigue, straightened,
heads drooping with exhaustion, lifted, eyes
straight to the front. That was undoubtedly
the most dramatic moment of the entire camp.

Probably our “pet”? weapon was the machine
gun. That clattering roar became our theme
song after one experience at the trigger. That

sure is a lovely sight to see ten holes appear on
But the crowning event was as usual the
Overnight March. We started out with 40

pound packs, with ammunition in our belts and
with rifles eager to cross with the foe. In two
days we covered about 16 miles, fought several
battles, ate fried chicken and ice cream off our
_ mess kits, and slept on hard, bumpy ground in

rat traps they call pup tents. That was a night

the target almost at once. We got quite a kick
out of the Automatic Rifle, which reminded us
of a Model T. Every shot sends up a chugging
of machinery that reminds you of a Ford in
its last mile. But after a few shots you were so
busy trying to avoid that blistering hot barrel
that you didn’t give much thought to the
machinery.

we shall not soon forget. Sherman it was, who

said, “War is hell’—but twenty-six men that
night called Sherman a sissy and war ten other

things, none of which sounded as mild as hell.
The next morning we were up at 4 A. M. and
away again. When we were about a mile from
camp we were met by the band from 7th
Cavalry and there and then occurred a sight
that would have thrilled the heart of a wooden
Indian. It made a tremendous impression on

each and every one of us. Here was the picture.
A battalion of men, so exhausted some were

sick from sheer fatigue, many stumbling every
few steps, most of them moving on nerve and

Of course there were headaches. They included Kitchen Police from five in the morning
till eight at night with the inevitable dishwashing, floor scrubbing, potato peeling, and
table setting. In the morning we had to ‘“‘Police
Our Area,” which is a fancy name for picking

up invisible match sticks. Cleaning rifles, and
polishing shoes became second nature to us.
And to top off the week there could be a nice
tour of guard duty from 2 to 4 A. M. with
nothing to do except watch the dawn break.
There were a thousand other things we didn’t
particularly enjoy, but WE WOULDN’T HAVE

MISSED IT FOR THE WORLD.

IDLE HOURS, WORTHY HOURS
Idle hours ever fly,
Fly into the past and die;
Wasted hours no fruits they bear,

Wasted on the empty air.
Worthy hours ever fly
To the past but not to die;
Long they linger in the mind

Cheering us that look behind.
—MICHAEL KEREZSI.
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The Skin Game
® By Alma C. Braun

Wherein our erstwhile Feminine Philosopher forsakes her world of syllogisms
and presents an interesting commentary
on the powder-puff industry. Ye painted
women, read and take heed!

Fox the past few years, it has been my lot
to follow closely the ways and by-ways of

what is technically called the practice of Cosmetology, and in more intimate circles, the
skin-game. There are a number of ways of

looking at this particular field; namely, as a
science, a business, or in some circles much-

frowned-upon by the legitimate practitioners,
as a racket. Taking it in the sense of a business,

Cosmetology may be further classified as to the
types of treatment and the methods of service
given the clientele. In this manner we speak

of the beauty shoppe, specializing in hairdressing and manicuring, and of the facial studio or
salon, catering to a different class of men and
women seeking the ultimate in rejuvenation,
demanding special attention not as customers
but as patients. The type of service given in the
latter is usually in the line of massage, contouration, and scientific reducing treatments.
Before going farther, it might be well to

definitely state that the term, “‘Cosmetology”’

to the chic damsel of ’38. The manufacture of

cosmetics, however, and the techniques employed in the practice of Cosmetology, all go
into the kettle that is jointly stirred by artist,

scientist, operator, promotion manager, publicity-hound, and even politician.
What comes out of the kettle is quite a story

too tedious to relate. The finished product is the
average American woman, trim of figure— the
result of a carefully prepared diet, scientifically

prepared exercises, and perhaps, a bit of
vibration to give the perfect finish—cleverly
coiffured—the expert work of a gifted hair-

dresser, who must of necessity keep on his or
her toes as to the latest styles and also the
latest methods of keeping Miss Pert satisfied
with the arrangement, the sheen, and the

physical condition of her hair—smooth and
flawless of complexion—and this is a long,
long story.
Twenty years ago the young miss who used
more than a touch of talcum, and perhaps a
blush of rouge was considered—well she just
was not considered at all. Today the co-ed who
forgets for a minute that her nose must not be
shiny, that her cheeks must not for a second be
without rouge, and that the correct layer of

is not to be confused with Cosmology. The latter is the science of the world. The former

lipstick must be plastered on with the rapidity

could and would be defined as the science of

a pale-face without the glamour of her more

the world of women if too many men had not
found a few loopholes for a bit of hedging-in,
and had not assumed a squatter’s right to take

colorful colleagues. In the days of the Washington administration, a married woman forgot
beauty in favor of her husband’s comforts. In
this century the matron, young or old, remem

over the business end of the practice and to
change what once was a profession into what
is now one of the largest and most thriving
money-making schemes on the face of the
globe—and particularly in the United States.

of a flash and smear, runs the chance of being

bers not to forget that her duty to her husband
includes the retaining of whatever beauty she
possesses. The pursuit of that same beauty

gives

friend

husband

many

a_

dollar-sign

nightmare.
The history of cosmetics, as the products are

called, dates back to the B.C. ages in the Far

name on a jar of grease paint and called it an

For young and old the weekly procedure
includes shampoo, wave, manicure, and for the
more extravagant—and as necessity dictates—
a facial, contouration, and what-have-you. The

exclusive product with a secret formula. Plucking the eyebrows is no more a modern innovation

role of the artist in this procedure is one of
designing—styles, cream jars, astringent bottles,

than is the use of veils to lend a bit of the “‘coy”’

advertising matter, etc.; the scientist writes

East. The art of make-up was well known to the

Egyptians long years before Max signed his
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and tests the numerous formulae for those same
creams, lotions, and dyes; all the operator does
is to exercise a set technique in applying the

manner fitting to the type of work done. A
facial studio must be of its very nature a place
of repose, and the colors used in decoration of

instruments of beauty; and as for the promo-

both furniture and cream jars must harmonize
with the mood of the treatments.

tion managers, publicity men, and politicians:
these are the individuals that hold the balance
of power. They dictate prices, they scheme in
the cut-throat methods of competition; in fact
they know all the tricks of the trade and know
how to use them.
When the patron makes an appointment at
the facial salon for a complete going-over, she
may recline on the facial couch from one to
three hours. Every moment of this time is

utilized in the best manner possible for the
greater beauty of the patron. Little does she
realize that the routine followed in her treatment was carefully thought out years ago by

experts in rejuvenation, that the creams and
packs used in the facial took years to perfect,
dollars to promote and sell, and that one of the

reasons that she is proud to be a patient or
customer of a certain cosmetologist is because
of the attractive advertising that costs a pretty
penny. The salon itself must be furnished in a

You ask me what all this has to do with

campus life, what place it has in this publication. It is just a word to the wise women of the
late teen age. If she remembers to use the best
aids to beauty now, that is, proper diet, rest,
and a gay spirit at all times, she for one will not
in later life be subjected to the many long

hours spent in more or less futile attempts to
buy back with dollars of hourly treatments
what it took generations of sane living to create. Beauty is not skin deep; it is a reflection
of the entire physical makeup of the mechanism
we call the human body. Cosmetics, if used
correctly, are beneficial in their results. If the

use of them is abused, the outcome will certainly be disastrous. There is a trick in applying the products of cosmetology just as there
is a trick in the business. It is in its beginning, in
its use, and in the end a skin-game.

Engineer With D ate
@® By Marijane Spitler
In proving that the scientific approach
is the best, the investigations here described should save many readers a lot
of trouble, even if, as we strongly suspect, it is a thoroughly outrageous bit
of spite-work.

i T is seldom that the engineer condescends

to choose a date from the co-eds on the
campus. Part of the reason lies in the fact that
by mathematical computation he has arrived
at the fact that for every girl on the campus

there are 9.874 boys and this ratio is not sufficiently reduced even by excluding all other
individuals except engineers. Even at this rate,

there are still something like three or four male
rivals per girl and the engineer thrives best on

lack of competition: As for what the_rest of his
reasons for not choosing home territory are, it
is best to leave the matter undisclosed.
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However, now and then the exception happens and our illustration here will deal with
such a case. If he has decided in advance to
choose a co-ed, the engineer will be found
hanging around not the first day of school but
the first registration day to look over all pos-

sibilities. He will be the fellow sitting in some
good observation place busily sliding a “‘slipstick” back and forth. The reason for this
manipulation is self-evident.

More ingenious

members of the engineering department have
devised mathematical formulas by which to
evaluate the qualifications of any feminine

being and while it is difficult to estimate more
than the first decimal point accurately, the
formulas serve for rough calculations previous
to actual experimentation. Given a sufficiently
_. kind-hearted engineer, it is just possible that
someone will pass such preliminaries
— not
probable. Ceding this point, and for the sake

of argument, we will now assume that the

engineer has actually obtained a date with said
co-ed. Probably no B.A.’s had spied her yet or
else they, having spied her, lacked the courage
for direct attack. No engineer ever lacked for
courage, so by virtue of this fact, we will grant
that it is possible for him to be equipped with
date.
Now a date with an engineer cannot be con-

sidered just an ordinary event. Whether it falls
on the positive or negative side of the border
line is another question but the occasion de-

mands special preparation. First there is the
question of language. The uninitiated probably
will not be able to understand a word the
engineer says if he does not take the trouble

to give his date a minimum vocabulary beforehand. “Man, take a gander at that” and “let’s
go fang ’meges” are two typical expressions
which mean, simply translated, “look” and
‘Jet’s eat a sandwich.” Also such designations

as the “golden elixir of life’ or a “‘chemist’s
ambrosia” refer to nothing more grandiose than

an ordinary glass of beer! Even from such a few

illustrations it is possible to see how the engineer has to go to particular pains to educate

his date down to his speaking level before
attempting conversation. (Note: Conversation
with an engineer means listening to his

monologue.)

the fact that he is not free and unhindered like

his colleagues or else he indulges in close conversation with them totally ignoring any feminine distractions. Any technical questions she
may ask about the game are received with
mortified looks and curt replies. While the
engineer wants it plainly understood that no

mere female, or other male for that matter,
can come near to being his equal in all knowledge and ability, nevertheless he wants the

date to be so smart as just to appreciate his
superior knowledge without having to draw

on it. If instead of a football game you try to
pick out the two at a dance, for instance, the
solution is even more simple. Wherever you

see a tablecloth bedecked with formulas and
graphs or hear a voice proving by calculus that

the girl’s eyes are brown and not blue, that is
where you’ll find the engineer and his suffering companion. Let her evincea single iota of
interest in any one thing and she is immedi-

ately set adrift in a sea of explanations all
glibly set forth and illustrated by her escort.
This is, of course, only if the engineer is trying
to take pains to impress her. Usually, he elim-

inates all such subtle methods and merely
informs her directly that she is very lucky to

be out with him because the engineers are the
cream of the crop, his department is the cream
of the engineering crop, and he himself is the

cream of the department. Her private opinion

instruction, we will now take a look at the

that even cream can be whipped is overlooked.
There is, so far as investigation has proven to
date, only one advantage to a date with an
engineer, namely, the girl will get no line

engineer with date. They aren’t hard to dis-

worked on her. The engineer figures that he is

tinguish no matter how large a crowd you find

so good a line is unnecessary and if she is so
unfortunate as to get in such a dating situation

With this difficulty overcome by previous

them in—even at a football game. He is the
fellow with the doleful look on his face camped
in between two or three solid rows of other

with him, at least she cannot claim that it was
under false pretenses.

engineers, all minus girls. She is the girl
squeezed in between this masculine contingent

Moral of this whole article is, look before you

with the disgusted look on her face. She is also

try! Of course, a date is a date and if an engi-

the sole example of girl with date at the game

neer is the best you can do, there should be no

paying attention to the game and not to her

complaints. We’re down to the point of even

escort. The engineer sits there busily mourning

looking up prospective engineers!

-DECEPTION?
Trellised roses, pink profusions

Screen my window from the street,
-Filling me with bright illusions

That the world without is sweet. |
—S. M. F.
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We're Off Again!
Though I hate to mar the first edition of the
1938-39 Exponent with the slightest murmur
of discontent, and though I long ago gave the
Soap Box a fresh coat of paint (not whitewash)
and added new planks and iron braces in anticipating the stresses and strains of the current season, it is with a faint twinge of regret
that I again ascend the rostrum: that frontporch deck chair was “sooo” comfortable. But

’tis folly to rant on thus. Already I have donned
my armor, battered and tarnished though it is
(due to having been a close-range target for
sticks and stones and over-ripe vegetables).
Those traces of regret are fast being dissipated
by the exhiliarating knowledge that an era of
stagnating peacetime is over. Before taking
up the substance of my opening harangue, it

may be well to serve notice on newcomers and
to re-acquaint others with forthcoming tactics.
There is the snaky part of the Soap Box nature:
it always warns before striking!
At the outset I wish to dispel any suspicion
that, because a number of the Exponent staff
have entered upon the traditionally hoary-

headed phase known as the Senior Year, our

magazine must needs be correspondingly sedate,
rigidly conservative, or any more strait-laced
than in days of yore. At least, I for one have

never been a slave to convention. True, it shall
be a bit of a chore to avoid descending into the
frivolity attendant upon second childhood, and
virtue as usual occupies the center aisle. How-

ever, should I feel myself slipping, I have
resolved to give the last impetus of a failing

Don Coan
Alma Braun

sided into a state of sweet-tempered vacuity,
almost saccharine in quality. Beginning now, I
propose to become absolutely ruthless. No more
of the pricking rapier stroke. I shall take up
the bludgeon and hew to the right and left,

regardless of party lines and the “promises I
made in the attic.” Last year I craved controversy, but direct challenge and successive ulti-

mata

failed

gripping the

to

pierce

the

deadly

apathy

campus in regard to pressing

questions of the day. Not one letter of protest
was received despite my championing of certain theories. My craving now having grown
to almost insatiable proportions, I will resort

to guerilla tactics of ambuscade and no-quarter.
Henceforth, it shall be catch-as-catch-can with
caution and the Marquis of Queensbury hurled
aside. I still cling to the unsupported belief that
some life prevails on the Dayton campus. But
enough of opening salutes and firing across the

bow. Let’s get on with the war!

University Bans “By Proxy” Use
Of Student Athletic Books
Last year there was considerable uproar
created over the fact that a local suburb’s
traffic police were using hard-boiled “prussian”’
tactics in dealing with alleged traffic offenders.
Evidently borrowing a leaf from the Oakwood
courts, the University’s Athletic Association has
begun to rigidly enforce the long disregarded

mind toward the puerile extreme.

rule that student football tickets admit only
their original purchasers to games. No more

As regards policy: last year I was only
belligerent and blustering, and after much
grimacing and tearing of the hair, finally sub-

“by proxy” admission for outsiders. One of the
most resented features of this stringent application is that it prevents male students from
dating non-co-eds and bringing them into the
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student section of the stadium.

‘Numerous protests have been registered by
students who have in the past made a practice
of dating girls off the campus, gaining them
admission to the games through the use of a
student book, whose owner is unable to use
it. The Exponent can do no harm by considering the situation from its various aspects, in
order to clarify the issues.

It must be remembered that college athletic
contests are today conducted in a business-like
manner, at least from the box-office viewpoint.

Books can hardly be balanced even in a most
successful year if many people are permitted
to watch gridders give their all for dear old
Siwash, gratis. The financial advantage of the
new policy was shown last winter when persons

who presented student-books at basketball
games could not identify themselves as students,
and had to gain admission by paying the regular

price.
That such enforcement of regulations is ‘‘outrageous” or that any injustice is thereby perpetrated is a fallacy pure and simple. All
misunderstanding should be dissipated by the
following facts: the belief thatthe Athletic asso-

ciation exacts double the admission price in forcing the proxy to buy a ticket, is entirely erroneous, because the original owner of the student
book in question received it as a gift in the first
place. There is no specific fee charged for
athletics, or any other extra-curricular benefits.
They are supported by an appropriation from
the gross total tuition monies received at time
of registration. Consequently, the “double

charge” notion is without basis.
In the light of the above information, were
the Athletic Association to permit the proxy
practice to prevail, it would be allowing two
admissions “on the house,”’ which is obviously
asking too much. As for the final objection—
where the policy has prevented students from
bringing off-campus dates to the student sec-

tion—a plan was recently announced by which
a “companion” ticket was created for this
purpose.

Radio In the Next War
With the general slacking of tension which
gripped the world during the fast moving international events of the latter part of September, it is now possible to reflect on the less
foreboding aspects of the successive crises.
Most striking is the role that modern communications facilities, especially radio, play in keep-

ing the public informed at such times.

Probably one reason why the gravity of the

European situation prior to the Munich conference of September 28, was so well appreciated
in the United States was the amazingly complete and up-to-the-minute information supplied
to every American family possessing a radio.
The State Department itself, with all its secret
communications was hardly kept better posted
than the general public as ultimatums shuttled
back and forth and armies mobilized. Shortwave transatlantic broadcasts of history in the
making from Prague, Berlin, London, Paris,
Berchtesgaden, Godesberg, and Munich, for a
time were the most eagerly awaited and enjoyable entertainment. It would be interesting to

know how much movie receipts fell off during
days the crisis was at its height, and so many
Americans grouped about their home sets, for
fear of missing the latest piece of international
drama as it came hurtling through the ether.
Such situations lend weight to the conviction
held by some that radio will one day supplant

the printed page as a news medium.

It is

hardly remarkable that so few extra editions
were printed in the hectic days preceding the
Munich parley, for the Press Radio Bureau
gave their highlights before the headlines
could be written.
If and when the next war comes, the radio
will become even more valuable in bringing
news of military engagements than mere diplo-

matic speech-making and sword-rattling. The
prospect has a grimly comic side: imagine, we
can be eating supper thousands of miles away
and hear direct from the scene, descriptions of
another Battle of the Marne, hear poilus shout

“They shall not pass!” at the seige of another
Verdun, feel the terror of air-raids on European
capitals, and witness the execution of another

Mata Hari—all made possible through your
purchases of “Little Wonder,” the best nonleaking gas mask that money can buy!

Exponent Carries the Torch
Anticipating campus speculation on the
reason for the change in the Exponent’s cover,
and the significances, if any, thereof, the Soap
Box will prevent confusion and wrong impressions by an official explanation. Beginning with

the accession of the Soap Box regime last year,

this magazine’s editorial policy became the
most vigorous of all campus publications. Now
this boast is fully expressed by the symbolic
design of the new cover. As long as democracy
prevails, the Exponent shall be in the van,
carrying the torch as it were, of unfettered
journalism.
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Adventures Of The Sea-Lion
® By Ernest Spegele
Ennui is one of the greatest evils that
can afflict mankind. This yarn from the
pen of a budding Conrad, indicates to
what lengths one group of bored people
went to escape it.

E xcupr for a few clouds in the west, the

sky was perfectly clear. Gently the waves
lapped at the brow of the Sea-Lion as she
smoothly cut through the waters of the Atlantic.
Nature seemed calm and content. Yet aboard
of the schooner the men were gloomy. Neither
death nor sickness brought about this mood;
but the very calmness of the sea excited the
men and made them angry. How odd—but
true; for the young men had gone to sea not
for the soothing calm but for seething brawl
and adventure.

men to help shut the hatchways, to remove the

top-sails, and to pull in all the studding sails.
They did this reluctantly, because they still

would not believe that a storm was coming.
They fulfilled the orders merely because they
had promised at the start of their trip to do

whatever their skipper should command. After
all was done they went to their sleeping quarters for a good night’s rest, unmindful of the .
promised adventure.

The atmosphere in the cabin was tense. One
remark followed another.

Truly enough, during the night the clouds,
the wind and the sea began to conspire against
the sea-farers and turned into lumps; the lumps
collected and formed a solid mass, which was
hanging low, ready to charge. The wind filled
his pouches with provisions of air. All three,
the clouds, the wind, and the sea, then joined
forces and began to form a powerful, united
front.

“We just as well might have remained in

In the morning thick, pale clouds hanging

Boston
;this is worse than the everlasting parties

low from the sky and touching a wild, black

and dances,”’ a young man had said.

sea at the far horizon, greeted the surprised

Not even John Collor, their leader, could
remain quiet:
“Why, the heck, did we come out here on

this old float, when we could have had more
fun some other place? Who had the idea of

men.
“Well, ll be... if the Skipper wasn’t right
as usual,” exclaimed the wide-eyed John Collor.
Thus the Sea-Lion sailed, battling hard with
the waves, which angrily clung to her stern, only

coming on this old craft but you, Skipper!”’

to be dispersed by her powerful body. The wind

The one addressed as Skipper felt cooler than
the rest. Standing there, broad-shouldered,
bearded, with legs spread apart, he looked like
one of the old Vikings. His answer was cool.

the firmament took such a dreadful aspect, that

“Well, boys, it seems as if you’re kind a disappointed. I, for one am not; for I feel quite

grew used to it and even began to like this
battle with the elements.

sure that something will happen soon enough.”
“Do you really mean it?” the two dozen
voices rang out.

“Certainly I mean it. Just take a look at those
clouds yonder in the west. There, plenty of
trouble is brewing for us.”

“Don’t be ridiculous. How can those tiny
clouds yonder be dangerous?”

“Oh, don’t worry; you’ll have your share of
adventure by the time we’re finished. By the
morrow, mark my words, a turbulent sea will
be awaiting you.”
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Thereupon he ordered the.

howled in hysterical fits through the masts and
even the most daring glanced at each other,
as if slightly afraid.

All morning this spectacle went on; the men

- In the afternoon, to the suprise of most of
them, the wind suddenly stopped howling and
a calm settled down in dreadful contrast to the
previous howling of the winds and roaring of
the smashing waves. An unbearable sultriness
was felt. The sun and the firmament took a
reddish glow. Far in the west a black cloud
rose, which the captain watched with anxiety.

Swiftly it came closer, closer...
‘All up to your posts; hurry and remove the
sails,” the skipper cried. Like apes the more
agile climbed the masts and soon the sails were
pulled in and securely fastened. “Everybody

out of the way and to your cabins; the storm
is here.”

A blinding-white stripe rises at the horizon.
Weird, threatening noises rush through the

trembling skies. At a distance the high-towering
sea appears white as snow, whilst in front of
the ship it shows the deep black color of its
throat. On the waves deep-furrowed circles
spread, which seem to hurry toward the vessel.
“Listen!
earthly?”

What’s this, that sounds so

un-

Now everyone heard the noise, very much

like to the howling of wild beasts. Now a din—
an uproar, a crash—the ferocious wind slames
at the side of the boat. The storm now broke
loose with all its fury.

sea-farers could see only a few feet ahead. The
skipper, dripping wet from the rain, was still
standing on deck. Vigilantly and resolutely
he watched the uproar of nature, whilst he

yelled his commands.
Presently, the sailors could not see a thing,
except for the lightning. The night was murky

and the storm raged on behind this screen as
madly as ever. The Sea-Lion was now left alone
in the combat. Valiantly she kept on fighting
all these oncoming obstacles and finally overcame one after the other of her tormentors—
first the wind, then the waves, and then the
clouds with their formidable weapons of
thunder and lightning.
As midnight came on the men noticed that
the force of the storm had broken a bit and

Rattling gusts of wind make the valiant Sea-

that the imminent danger of shipwreck was

Lion lie on her side again and again; but just |

accordingly reduced. They ventured forth from
their cabins and carried out the command to
fasten the lower sails.

as often she stubbornly raises her frame and
straightens out. Showers of waves, arching over
the vessel’s head, collide and flood her decks.
From the gloomy face of heaven flaming shots
of lightning descend and cross each other in the

’ darkness. The thunder’s deafening voice rolls
after the fiery darts, seemingly urging them
on. The sleuces of the skies open and emit
splashing sheets of rain.
Above the uproar of the elements, the shouts

of the skipper rung out, as he gave orders to
the men. The helmsman had nothing to do, since
he was powerless to guide the ship through a

storm. All men now combined in helping, as
much as they could, the Sea-Lion fight her
battle.

Already night was settling on the turbulent
scene. Unceasingly the elements fought on. The

At last, the anxiously awaited morning arrived. With great relief the sea-farers noticed
that only little damage had been done to their
vessel. To their surprise they beheld a calm,
unruffled sea, her waves rippling meekly and
gently as prior to the storm.
The little breakage that was done on the
vessel was repaired and again the Sea-Lion
sailed proudly through the waters.

On board of the ship there was no longer a
tense feeling. The men were glad that the
storm was over. They had enough, as John

Collor expressed himself. Now they were in
accord with the sea and with the waves, with
the clouds and with the winds.

RAIN
Descend upon the thirsting flowers
In fields and scented bowers.
Cool the fevered brow of earth
From summer’s lofty berth.

Nature drinks thy opiate in slumber to abound,
Lulled by the influence of sound:

The tinkling of thy drops on azure lakes,
The plaintive sighing that awakes,
As through the grass and through the trees,
Thou whisperest thine intimacies;.

And, Maestro, when thy theme is:o’er,
Enraptured Nature rises to encore,
But thou continuest on thine endless way.”

—MICHAEL KEREZSI.
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I‘ve Got The Jitters
@ By Ernest Sharpe

Wherein a jitterbug breaks down and
tells the rest of us what no lexicon would
be able to. Such people are not usually
communicative, and it is our private
opinion that Mr. Sharpe has done a
greater service for humanity than, say,
doing another translation of Homer.

Orc upon a time, colleges were rated
for their enrollment, scholastic achievements and football teams. But that was B.S.S.
(Before Swing and Slang). Now all past records
are forgotten and this year’s experts apply an

trouble started. Though the students were
proud of their prattlings, the administrations
were not. In fact, they were horrified. And if
you’ve ever seen a horrified administration,

you can picture how tense the situation became.
With “jitterbugs’ clamoring for recognition
and faculties paying “hush-money”’ to the
sensation-seeking newspapers, the entire educational system of America was in the throes of
what amounted to civil war. Slang seemed to
be about to make a hurried and undignified

exit after an all-too-brief whirl in the spotlight. But the N.A.S.S. was equal to the crisis.

ultra-modernistic yardstick to the nation’s universities. The experts are a progressive party of

Its savants were not to be so easily denied. By
royal edict, they commanded that all colleges

Prolific Procrustean Prototypes referred to in
more hurried moments as ‘“‘jitterbugs.’”’ They
don’t ask for the number of successful alumnae

what could the horrified administrations do? So,

and alumni nor do they check the famous
faculty files. All that is asked of a college is

that it be accredited by the National Association of Slang Savants, a service which recognizes the claims of colleges that have conceived
original and unorthodox ways of saying things
better unsaid. This society is a comparatively
new one but the story of its rise is almost unbelievable. In fact, it is unbelievable. Many

people doubt its authenticity just as thousands
refused to believe that man could fly, which
he can’t. But reliable sources have it that the
N.A.S.8. sprang into being to fulfill the need

for an arbitrator in the field of slang. After a
university had been flinging a strange sound
about for a few weeks and someone thought to
ask what it meant, the “slanguage” scholar
went into a huddle with himself and pulled
out a definition. Then amidst great rejoicing,
he announced to the masses that his college
(aided, of course, by him) had contributed a
new word to America’s colorful vocabulary. It
didn’t matter how silly the whole thing sounded,
the “bug” had spoken. So, with disgusting lack
of will-power, America’s youth supinely ac-

cepted the definition, horrible though it may
have been and mournfully began tossing it
about like a hot potato. With everyone using

allow their students freedom of speech. So
nothing! Faculties had to admit defeat. With
this all important victory, the joy and inventiveness of the “‘slanguist” ran riot. It was right
after this momentous victory that things like

“Flat Foot Floogie” happened and the youth
of the land began seeking the higher things in

life. People (I suppose they are people) were
ruining floors with such things as the ‘“Dartmouth Dip,” “Washington and Lee,” and the
“Yam.” There was an omnious rumble on the

horizon which warned of the approach of
“Truckin’,” the “Suzy Q” and the “Big Apple.”
But this was nothing compared to the dark days
ahead. These massacres or dances were but a
means of expression adopted by the slanghappy “jitterbug.” Their real purpose was not

to be relaxation but a means of putting slang
into action. But that is getting into deep water.

Wehad better see what the N.A.S.S. has to say
on the vital question. They refused to comment
on it. All this astute organization had to offer
was a list of guttural sounds for use in home,
school or offfice. If you would be blase and a
true modernist work their official and revised
selection of slang into your vocabulary. Here

it is: Rumdumb, Quilling, Sklooking, Wheeling
a Sled, Wolfing, Nub, B.M.O.C., In the Swish,
Apple Polisher, Hardware, Plant a Pin, Kee
Wee, Jolly-Up and T.P. So there you are. Just

the words and no one willing to accept respon-

snap off two or three of those and anyone will

sibility, the N.A.S.S. was established—to settle
all “argotments.” And right there is where the

be able to see that you are one of the inner
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circle. There’s only one difficulty. No one is

certain just what those horrible looking terms

pipe” for trombone, ‘Hides,’ “Skins,” ‘‘Suit-

mean. I don’t know. The N.A.S.S. doesn’t know.

cases” and ‘‘Voodoo Boilers’ for drums, and
“Tin Ears,” “‘Ickies,’”’ “Schmaltzies” and “Bogie

Professor Quiz doesn’t know, for once. So that
leaves society behind the omnipotent eight-ball.
Well, I’ve done my part in putting it there;

Men,” those who cannot or will not displace
“Long Hair” (opera) with swing. A girl singer

is a “canary,” a violinist a “squeaker” and a

some one else can get it out.

While society makes itself comfortable in
the shade of the ebonic sphere, let us slip you
the real inside facts on this question of “swing
terms.”’ If you think that the ordinary slang,
like “Polishing Apples” and the others, is the
lowest that man can attain, you’re in for a rude

awakening. Slang was but the baby-talk preceding the profanity. The “jitterbugs” really
came into their own with the advent of slang’s
big brother “swinglish.’”’ The rise of this new
language is another one of those unbelievable
facts. America retired one evening perfectly
normal and woke up the next morning hysterically shouting “Jam, Jive, Swing, Barrel-house.”’

For the sake of those who demand definitions,
we'll depart from our rigid policy and attempt
to give meaning to a few meaningless swing
terms. Assuming that all of you know the
accepted meaning of such things as “In the

base fiddle becomes a “dog house” in the
lexicon of the ‘‘old man” (leader of the band).

When the leader calls for the “‘gobble-pipe,”
“wood-pile”’ and “groan box” to hit a “lick,”
he really wants the saxophone, xylophone and
accordion players to come in on the score. (Why
he doesn’t just ask them to play, I cannot understand.) A “hot-man” in a crowd of “spooks’’

can send the whole audience “‘out of the world”
by “schmaltzing”’ the “spots.” That is, a swing

player in a band of white musicians can make
the listeners forget everything else by playing
the notes soft and low. It’s really very easy to
figure out this new ‘“‘swinglish” though. Just
close your eyes, turn around rapidly six times
and then say the first thing that comes to your
mind as you hit the ground.

English, this gratuitous service will deal only

Now that all of you know the secret formulae
for understanding swing and your future is
assured, let us give you just one more hint.
After “cutting a rug’’ for several hours, the

with the more recent editions. There are usually

“cats” are bound to be thirsty. And when they

several words meaning the same thing, so in
their proper groups we have, “Iron horn” and
“Plumbing” for trumpet, “Eighty-Eight” and

are thirsty, there’s nothing like a tall, cool

Groove,” “Whacky” and other bits of standard

glass of “Jitterbug’s Julep.” To make, just mix

“Alligator” and “Bug” meaning a student of

lime rickey with Prestone Anti-freeze. This will
serve five and serve them right. Take it from

swing. Then there is “Slush-pump” and ‘‘Push-

me—you can have it!

“Moth Box’”’ for piano and ‘‘Rug-cutter,”’ “Cat,”’

THE MODERN ALLEGRO
When day is done, ’tis not a sign
That folks should go to bed at nine;
No—that’s the time folks trim their car

And speed away to scenes afar,
Or fill the stadiums line on line.
At country club they stop to dine
Then to the theater incline
To merry schemes, time sets no bar,
When day is done.
The mazes of the dance they twine;
Gay city lights and sounds combine.
Night-hours to day converted are.

Folks seek their homes ’neath morning star
To sleep—then wake, refreshed and fine

When day is done.
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ANIMAL INSTINCT
One summer I had the occasion to be present
for three days at the greatest rodeo in the
world. This event took place in Cheyenne, Wyoming. The rodeo opens with a parade of all
the contestants. Each contestant is required to
pay an entry fee for each event. These fees
range from ten to one hundred dollars. The
rodeo takes place every afternoon for four
days and is run by the process of elimination.
There are four major events, namely, the wild
horse riding, calf roping, steer riding, and the
bulldogging of steers. For the events the contestants draw numbers and they do not know,

until the event is to take place, what horse or
steer they are to ride.

Far off in the West a dark cloud loomed
ominously against the yellow sky. It grew like
a huge billowy monster to squelch the life of
the North with its terrible strength.
As far as the eye could see lay a gray waste.

The snow had mingled with dirt and sand and
now stretched forth a dreary almost dead ex-

panse. All life seemed to have ebbed away in
this wilderness of drab whiteness.
As Pedar struggled along behind his sledge,
he kept muttering to himself and to his dogs.
“Get along, more lively! We’ve got to make
that cabin. Mush, old fellow, Fred is waiting

for us with a warm fire, and a hot supper.”
Darkness spread over the north. The wind

In the wild horse riding the horse is placed
in a stall and saddled. The rider mounts from
a fence so as to get a hold before the horse
starts bucking. As soon as the rider is mounted
the gate is sprung and the rider has to stay on
for 10 seconds to be eligible for further com-

petition. On the final day the riding of the
horse is also judged.
In the calf roping event the calf is given a
30-foot lead. The contestant has to rope, throw,
and tie the calf before time is called. The man
with the lowest time average for the four days
is the winner.
The steer riding is run on the order of the
wild horse riding with the exception that there
is not any saddle or anything of that type to aid
the rider.
In the bulldogging of steers the steer is
given a 30-foot lead and the object is for the
contestant to leave his horse, stop the steer,
and to throw him.

drove down upon Pedar and swirled snow so
thickly that he could not see a yard in front

of him. Pedar was no feeble man but frankly
he was afraid. He was a man of the open and
knew the force of a northern blizzard. Human
beings were never meant to live in one of them.
The wind-driven snow cut deep into his face.
There was no way to determine direction. Every
land mark had been obliterated by the snow.
His hands were numb and cold and

his

breath changed to frost and clung to his
bearded face. The sharp wind bit through his

thick clothing and seemed to freeze the very
blood in his veins. With the fear of death in his
heart, Pedar began to send his dogs ahead
swiftly.
He trod along swiftly, floundering
through the deep loose snow.
He was weary. He was cold. Vivid pictures

of his former life leaped in fantastic, shapeless forms from his imagination. The lovely
young person.who was waiting for him to come

home with his wealth of pelts. It would have

been just a few weeks until... . Their parting
had been so lonely, the walk into the brown

These events, and several others make the
rodeo the enjoyable spectacle it is.
—WILLIAM CONNELLY.
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forest. They had not said much with their lips

but oceans of love poured from their hearts.
When they were saying goodbye how the tears
had slipped silently down her cheeks; he had

held her hand for a long time then awkwardly
announced that he must be going now.
The cold seemed to be creeping into his very
brain. He started to beat his arms against his

sides to start circulation of his tired blood but
an ominous crushing exhaustion pervaded his
tired being. He tried to shake himself out of his
lethargy because he knew that there wasn’t
too much hope of locating a cabin in this bliz-

zard, and that he must keep moving.
His mind

became

cluttered

with

obscure

hazy imaginings. He was on a ship swaying,
swaying. The wind seemed to blow a huge
wave that seemed to engulf him .. . swaying,

swaying. He caught himself. This would never
do. He must keep his mind clear. But it would
be so peaceful to lie down just for a little
while. He was so drowsy . . . so drowsy. Pedar

another thing in the home that prevents studying. That is the family auto. An auto is usually
an essential thing to have if one intends to
have a date and, of course, the day student then
has many more dates than the boarder.
A boarder’s life is much different. He has
only one necessary thing to do and that is to
study. His time is his own and his desk will not
be bothered by a mother’s caring hands which
somtimes, though meant in the best of way,
starts unending trouble in the household when
important papers are missing. Dates are very
rare to a boarder so his entire mind can concentrate on work without thinking that it may
be a good night to go to see Sue. So all in all
I think the boarder has an easier and more
profitable school life.
—CLEM YOUNG.

swayed dizzily as he stumbled along behind the
sledge. He hoped that those unholy scavengers

of the Northland, the wolves, would not get to
eat his frozen carcass. Maybe flowers and grass
would cover well his grave ... but the ship
rolled so. Maybe there would be a lighthouse
to guide his ship. His shrill hollow laugh
sounded eerily through his stiff cracked lips.
... But there was a lighthouse .. . a haze that
even penetrated the flying snow. This form,
only half alive, did not realize that this light
was salvation until he had bumped against and
felt the homely hard wall of the cabin. His
dogs had brought him home.

—JAMES PEQUINOT.

DO YOU AGREE?
What advantages does a boarding student
have that a day student does not? After attending both types of schools this question is
easily answered. Let us first consider the life
of a day student.
Home, as a rule, makes a very poor place to
study. Distractions in a home are many and
varied. One may sit down to work when in
walks some of the neighbors or relatives to
spend the evening. Naturally the conversation

of the people distracts the student, if he continues to work, which he
If there is no company to
a favorite radio program
the family. Being at home

usually does not do.
be had there will be
of some member of
also leaves one open

to too many chores to be done. Perhaps you may
cheerfully do them but they do take time that
could be used in profitable study. There is-also

TO SCHOOL VIA THE RAILS
Of the various grievances which I nourish,
one of the lesser is a decided dislike for the
street cars. It has developed into a phobia of fear
and dread which has been growing since the
time when I was first introduced to this mode of
transportation. That was years ago when I
was small and easily persuaded. My delight
centered about the opportunity to ride down
the middle of the street in a rattling old jitney
that could scarcely make its way uptown.

Now I am still faced with this problem, for
a problem it has become. No longer do I
anticipate an early morning ride in the “cigar
box.” It is no longer the same as when my older
sister and I boarded the street car and enjoyed every moment of the way to the uptown retail market. During those days we
planned weeks ahead whose turn it was to go

to town on the street car. No small amount of
importance was attached to these momentous
journeys. Time has changed my attitude to
the conveyance and the adventurous and enthusiastic spirit has subsided.

When this school year opened I met my
travelling methods quite cheerfully. As time
progressed, however, a steady dislike appeared.
I do not mind the half-mile walk to the car line
because, seemingly, it has become an intrinsic
part of my very being. This short distance has
tasted much of my shoe leather, so much so,
that I feel as though I ama friend of every

little pebble along the way. I have been walking in the same path nearly every day of my
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entire educational life. The only part that
causes me any apprehension is the curved
block immediately preceding my destination.
More than once since attending the University
I have literally missed catching the car by a
quarter of an inch. Well, almost a quarter of

an inch, anyway. On these days when I have
made such poor connection my temper endures
a struggle for suppression. Chiding myself for
not arising at the proper time does not alleviate

the situation to any extent but it does help to
pass away the time till another car comes down

the rails.

my haste they would turn green instantly (and
not with envy either).
The second portion of my ride to school is
made on the dignified and grown-up street

cars, the trackless trolleys. There is no doubt
about their superiority to the creeping, crawling
street cars. The ‘“‘maroon marvel” is a definite

advance over the “silver flash.’ This part of
my trip is not nearly as harassing as the first.
My only objection is directed toward the
awkward effect given to an otherwise graceful
act of seating oneself. This action is usually

hastened somewhat by the jolting of the sudden

Once the trip to town has been completed,

start. But no matter what kind of remarks I

the question of transferring rears its head.

make about our modern street transportation,

Which is the best stop to choose? Can I walk
to the nearest transfer station in time to get
the last car? What will happen if the last car
that enables me to arrive at school on time has
already gone? Questions of this nature are con-

I can enjoy the feeling of satisfaction derived
from airing my opinions, although at the same
time I may be classifying myself as an iconoclast.

stantly raging through my head while I am
trying to concentrate on that history assignment which really needs another review. After
some hesitation I invariably select the first stop
and then trot the block to the transfer station.
Now if only those street lights would consider
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Since this rail travel plays a very important
role in my life at present I cannot condemn it.
But in concluding this imitation of an essay
I still maintain my hearty dislike for the
thought and the act of riding on street cars
although they may have intrigued me in earlier
days.

—MARGARET JERGENS.
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Book Reviews

“EIGHT DECADES”
By Agnes Repplier
Rabbi Ben Ezra

(Browning’s spokesman)

was both right and kindly in his invitation:
“Grow old along with me!
The best is yet to be,
The last of life, for which the first was made.”

“Right Decades” is Miss Repplier’s jubilee

book. And as such it has that tone of universal
appeal which is the very secret of the charm of
Father Christmas. Gray hairs cannot make

folly venerable, but they can make stern wisdom warm, and human sympathy half divine.

If the eyes are the windows of the soul, the
books of an author are the doors of his heart.
Through them, the reader contracts an understanding with the author, an understanding
more permanent because its token is more
enduring, an understanding more elevated because its medium is more spiritual.
Do you relish controversy exclusively? Then
I cannot guarantee you the fascination of “Eight
Decades.” Are you a reveller in apologetics?
Then “Eight Decades” will seem a waste of
time to you. But if you love to sit of a winter’s

evening in a meditative mood near the genial
fire, and listen to the quiet ticking of the clock
upon the mantel-piece, surely you will find in
“Eight Decades” that quality which is the
delight of perfect prose.

its counter-poise of melancholy, the mark of
the children of Adam. Kindliness must be supplemented by sarcasm. Without contempt, admiration is base idolatry. Philosophy devoid of
passion is cynicism. Read “Eight Decades” for

levity in the account of the decapitation of
Count de Galles. Read it for melancholy in the
line, “A dead grief is easier to bear than a live

trouble.’”’ Read it for kindliness in the statement, “The farther we travel from the Pacific
coast, the fainter is the prejudice against
Japan.’ Read it for sarcasm in the judgment,
“Being reformers themselves, they naturally
did not want to be reformed.”
‘“‘Woman is the lesser man!’’—certainly an
unfair statement on the part of Tennyson. But
the poet condemns himself in the same breath:
“Weakness to be wroth with weakness!’’ So

we must excuse him after all for his momentary
burst of ill-humor. Miss Repplier is inferior to
no essayist, past or present. “To be immune
from infection is to stand outside the sacred
circle of enthusiasts’—this is her own confession—but it is a confession to be proud of.
Happy those whose minds are as receptive and
retentive as they are creative and communicative. Facts for the journalist, dreams for the

poet, battles for the historian, mysteries for the
philosopher, and puzzles for the scientist; but
for the essayist, life—life with its facts, its
dreams, its battles, its mysteries, and its puzzles.
Incongruity does not exist for the essayist. His

pen is the servant and master of all—of the
genius of Horace, the determination of the
Puritans, the gruesomeness of decapitation, and

Personality is like the weather—it always
affects everything. To an essayist this truth is
fundamental. For an essay is the production,
the manifestation, and the incarnation of personality. The perfect personality is the per-

fectly balanced personality. Levity, the characteristic of the redeemed, should not be without

the tragedy of illegitimate birth.
“Eight Decades” is Miss Repplier’s jubilee
book—“‘the last of life for which the first was
made.”

—AMBROSE NAKAO.
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SECOND SPRING
By Emmet Lavery
Periodicals tell us that Emmet Lavery, that
delightful young dramatist who treated us so
enjoyably to The First Legion, studied Newmania for two years to give us his latest drama,
of the English Cardinals Newman and Manning.
Unlike his former plays which are set in modern times, Second Spring turns back to 1845
and the Oxford Movement, when, as Mr. Lavery

a play which could not pay for its own production would be folly. Better to remain a fine
closet drama.
But there are those who say that the diversity
of great characters and the number of scenes—
there are seventeen—preclude any idea of
actual performance. These are not obstacles.
The American stage, which in its heyday pro-

duced such impossible plays as Ben Hur and
Robin Hood, could also produce Second Spring
were only a new interest in drama resurrected.

concisely puts it: ‘Gladstone ruled the throne
of England and Newman ruled the Church.”

If the drama will ever come back to its
former importance in literature, and if the

Newman’s soul wasa sensitive one, delicately

young Catholic Theater Movement ever reaches

attuned to the beauty of music, poetry, philosophy, and all conceivable intellectual culture.

the proportions which its enthusiastic sup-

Life for Newman meant a broadening of all the
intellectual, moral, and social powers of the
individual and a pursuit of what he termed
“enlargement of mind.”

porters are now visioning, Second Spring together with the two successful Broadway pro-

ductions of this season, Shadow and Substance
and Father Malachy’s Miracle will be the leaven
of its new renaissance.

—RALPH DYER
Through a medium which reveals most fittingly so sensitive and dramatic a soul, the
author gives us Newman the exquisite, sweettempered, and at times sentimental genius. He

protests in his introduction to show Newman

THE LONG TOMORROW
By Evelyn Voss Wise

the man. To do this he incorporated a vast

number of outstanding persons whose influence

Father Pierre was prepared to face any

not only touched, but in a certain way moulded
the great cardinal. And he omitted no one.
Wordsworth, with his lyric verse; Froude, with
his undying comradeship; Keble, the dynamic
High-Churchman; Pusey, the Anglican saint;
Pope Leo XIII, greatest pontiff of the century;
and Manning, the indomitable, inveterate

amount of cold and work; but it was the hearts
dripping with icicles he had to melt, that would
have discouraged the most experienced pioneer,
had he been less fatherly, less self-sacrificing,
and less devoted to his vocation than Father
Pierre. Whether he hauled wood, taught school,

prelate,—all are there and skillfully integrated
into a beautiful piece of high literary workmanship. The play takes Newman from his days as
a theological student, through the hectic years
of the Oxford Movement, from Rome to Birmingham and from Birmingham back to Rome,
then to Oxford again, till his death in 1890. It

is surprising how many details of Newman’s
life could be compressed in such a small space
and still contain all those fine human elements
which make the play a near classic.

decorated Christmas trees, or even played
cupid for bashful lovers, he flooded the scene
with his penetrating loveableness.
At the crossroads on a bleak Minnesota
prairie he built his church, rectory, and cheese
factory. He opened a parlor-school for pagans,
Lutherans, and Catholics. Here, three successful careers were decided upon, and then
strengthened by his sound advice and unwavering example. Ronnie becomes a nurse, Vince a
doctor, and Hans, who was always a genius at
figures, a great financial executive.

There are some who with reason doubt the

possibility of staging this play. With reason,

There are graphic stories of Kelly the Bad,

because drama unfortunately, has lost many of

the enthusiastic patrons it formerly entertained.

who stole the pastor’s chickens, of perplexing
situations when Kelly the Good, Carlson, and

Moving pictures have in a large measure re-

Knutson formed the first committee for man-

placed drama. For a dramatic troupe to attempt

aging the cooperative buying of cows, and of
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dreary escapades to an Indian reservation.

noble living that habilitated its vastness.”

But let Father Walker, S.J., slip this book

With a simple and charming style, the author

into its place in modern literature. “Sinclair
Lewis made his reader feel the depressing
monotony of Main Street; Hamlin Garland insisted on the son-and-daughter drudgery of the
western border; Louis Hemon stressed the
isolation of the snowed-in Quebec homestead
;
Evelyn Voss Wise, in ‘““‘The Long Tomorrow,”

delineates her characters so well that they
pass from book-life to reality in two hundred
and fifty-three pages. The musical rhythm of
her words makes one feel like a bard singing
the deeds of a Minnesota hero.

unfolds the beauty of the great prairies and the

—MARTIN VAN UITHOVEN.
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MIGRATION DAY
October 29, 1938
GoBy Train To Marshall
SPECIAL STUDENT TRAIN

Special Price *3.90
@ Air Conditioned Coaches, Diner and car for dancing.
@ Leave Dayton 8:00 A. M. Arrive Huntington 12:30 P. M.
@ Leave Huntington 7:30 P. M. Arrive Dayton 12:00. P M.
@ Get your ticket at Athletic office today.
@ For additional information see the Spirit Committee.
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Made in Dayton
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FUlton 0134

fe

Gas & Electric Bldg.
25 N. Main St.

BLUE BIRD PIES

117 South Ludlow

FINE PIPES and TOBACCO

ra

Wedlmen>

PHONE CALLS HOME

PRICE
COMFORT
STYLE

JOHN B.

RODERER
SHOE STORE
807 Brown Street
Corner Hickory

This Nameplate
Means More Value

For Your Money!
in Refrigerators
Electric Ranges
Commercial
Refrigeration
Equipment
Water Coolers
Ice Cream Cabinets

Air Conditioning
Products of

GENERAL MOTORS
IN DAYTON

at home at very little cost. You can phone

+

Low night and Sunday long distance rates
are in effect from 7 p.m. every Saturday until
4:30 a.m.every Monday. This long weekend period of lowest rates makes it convenient to enjoy a weekly talk with the folks

DR. LEON DEGER, ’10

112 miles for . 35c

260 miles for . 65c

Fidelity Building

180 miles for . 50c

300 miles for . 70c

Dayton, Ohio

{Station-to-Station rates for
3 minutes}

THE OHIO BELL

TELEPHONE CO.

Up-to-the-minute...
mild ripe tobaccos and
pure cigarette paper...
the best ingredients a
cigarette can have...
that’s why more and more smokers are turning to
Chesterfield’s refreshing mildness and better taste
_.millions -

Copyright 1938, LiGGeTT & Myers ToBacco Co.

